WRTI Alexa Commands

WRTI Streams

- Alexa, ask WRTI to play the Classical stream
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play the Jazz stream

WRTI Show Archive

Classical

- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Classical At Your Request
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Saturday Morning Classics
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Sunday Classical
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Classical with John [Scherch, pronounced “search”]
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Classical with Melinda [Whiting]
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Classical with Kevin [Gordon]

Jazz

- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Evening Jazz [with Greg Bryant]
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Late Evening Jazz [with Courtney Blue]
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Friday Mixtape
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play the Bridge [with J. Michael Harrison]
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play the Get Down
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play El Viaje [with David Ortiz]
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Spirit Soul Music
- Alexa, ask WRTI to play Jazz with Bob Perkins
• Alexa, ask WRTI to play Big Band Jazz [with Bob Craig]
• Alexa, ask WRTI to play the Standard

[ ] = the words in the brackets do not need to be uttered for the command to engage.